
Automatic Geospatial Typology Development to Support
Decision-Making and Visualization

Introduction

This is a cross-cutting project that seeks to develop a set of web-based geospatial data manage-
ment, visualization, and decision support tools. We plan to evaluate the effectiveness of these
toolsonreal-world problemssuchashabitatclassification,coastalzonenutrientfluxes,andwater
management in the High Plains aquifer in Kansas.

The seed for this collaborative project has been the Land-Ocean Interaction in the Coastal Zone
[LOICZ] typology group: a loosely organized set of researchers examining and estimating fluxes
in basicnutrientsin thecoastalzone[1] Thisprior work hasresultedin awell-definedprocessand
asetof stand-aloneandweb-basedtoolsfor automatictypologydevelopmentwith geospatialdata
sets [3][2]. Typologies are useful classifications of data that point out similarities between geo-
graphic regions. We are now poised to expand upon this work, giving it broader applicability and
direct application to current and future geospatial management issues.

Proposed Objectives and Approach

The primary objective of this project is to develop methods and tools for supporting decision-
making with--usually high-dimensional--geospatial data sets. The approach we plan to take is
basedonautomatictypologydevelopment.A typologyprovidesinformationfor decisionmaking
by 1) identifying importantcharacteristicsof geographicregionsand2) groupingareasthatshare
similar characteristics. From data-driven typologies we can then identify the unique characteris-
tics and spatial extent of the different types. We can also use typologies to develop predictive
models for biological and chemical processes since the typologies highlight the driving variables
that cause differences between geographic locations.

As anexample,considertheHigh PlainsAquifer in Kansas.Thatstateis facingimmediatewater
managementissuesbecausetheaquiferis beingdepletedby currentusagepatterns.Thetwo ques-
tions the state needs to answer are:

• What water management strategies are required for different areas of the state?
• What are the geographic regions over which the different strategies should be applied?

Thestatehasadetaileddatabaseof geospatiallydistributedvariablesrelevantto thehealthof the
aquifer. Our claim is that a typology, developed automatically from the data set, forms a strong
basisfor makingdecisionsin thissituation.In particular, it providesinformationdirectlypertinent
to the water management issues identified above. As an example, consider Figure 1, which is a
visualization of an example typology of the High Plains Aquifer in Kansas.

The questions we can explicitly answer with a typology include:
• What variables are the most influential within each class of the typology?
• What are the most important characteristics of each class?
• How are the classes spatially related to one another?



Questions that require further analysis and development to answer are:
• How do you measure similarity in a high-dimensional geospatial data set?
• How many classes naturally exist in the data set for a given similarity measure?
• How do the classes in a typology match up with ecological or environmental models?
• How can we use a typology to derive predictive models of biological/chemical processes?
• How is a typology affected by the quality of the data we are using?
• How can we do all of this in an interactive, collaborative, web-based manner?

Our second objective is to develop methods for answering all of these questions automatically,
thusproviding supportfor decision-making.Thesequestionsform thebasisfor our researchplan.

Comparing high-dimensional geospatial data points. We propose comparing more traditional
statistical distances--Euclidean distance, scaled Euclidean distance, and Mahalanobis distance--
with lesstraditionalapproaches.Oneapproachthatshowspromisein ageospatial/ecologicalcon-
text is maximum scaled distance. This distance measure is based on the variable that shows the
greatest statistical difference between two multi-variable geospatial data points. In an ecological
context this makes since extreme characteristics tend to drive or limit ecological systems.

Discovering appropriate numbers of classes. Weproposeusinginformationtheoreticmeasures
to identify thebalancepointbetweenmodelcomplexity--thenumberof classes--andthemodeling
error--how well theclassesrepresentthedataset.Rissanen’sminimumdescriptionlengthcriteria,
for example, gives a well-defined measure in the case of Gaussian distributions of variables [4].
An importantaspectof thispartof theresearchis developingindependentmethodsof determining
appropriate numbers of classes and evaluating the results using expert judgements.

Matching typologies with ecological models. As part of our previous work with typologies we
havecomparedtypologyoutputswith theoutputsof expertjudgementsandmodel-basedanalysis.
Based on these informal comparisons, it is clear that typologies based on high-dimensional
geospatialdatasetsarecapturingasignificantamountof theinformationcreatedby ecologicalor
hydrologicalmodelsof thesameareas.Weproposeexploring this relationshipmoreexplicitly. In
particular, we want to explore whether a typology can be used as a proxy for complex ecological
models. If so, it would be a more efficient method of getting similar information. It may also per-
mit the projection of the typology analysis to areas where there is insufficient data for the ecolog-
ical models to function.

Figure 1 Example 10-class typology of the High Plains Aquifer data set. Each color
represents a different class in the typology.



Deriving predictive models from typologies. In many geospatialdatasetstherearecertainbasic
variables--climatalogical or hydrological, for example--that are related to other qualities of the
environment such as biological flora and fauna and chemical fluxes. A typology based on the
basic variables produces a set of typical environments. Based on sparse measurements of biologi-
cal or chemical variables in each of these typical environments we argue it should be possible to
develop predictive models based on the typology. This hypothesis is verifiable, and suggests a
way of extrapolating data collected in one area to a larger set of geospatial locations.

Assessing data quality through typology development. Our previous work has suggested that
typology development is a useful exercise for assessing data quality. Classes that appear in a
typology that have odd characteristics are easy for a user to see in a visualization and straightfor-
wardfor acomputerto flagandbring to theattentionof theuser. While thereis noguaranteethat
baddatawill endup in its own class,therearestepswecantakeduringthetypologydevelopment
processthatwill encouragethatto happen.Webelievetherearesynergiesbetweeninitializing the
typology development process and identifying bad data. These synergies should be explored.

Collaboration and Web-Based Visualization. Our previous work has resulted in a web-based
programfor analysisandvisualizationof geospatialdata[5]. Themajorissuesweneedto address
now include: how to build effective collaboration support into the web framework, how to create
intuitive 3D visualizations with geospatial data sets, and how to visualize typologies so that the
color relationshipsencodeinformation.Wehavealreadyexploredthetypologycoloringissue[2].
The collaboration and visualization issues require a combination of expert users and system
developers,which is therealstrengthof ourseedgroupof LOICZ researchersthatcombinespeo-
ple with a variety of expertise.

Expected Outcomes

Theexpectedoutcomeof thisprojectis asetof web-baseddatamanagement,analysisandvisual-
ization tools for high-dimensional geospatial data sets. This web site would be available to
researchers around the world and would be setup to support collaborative analysis. In addition to
pre-installed data sets, we would also permit users to upload their own data sets for analysis and
visualization. We believe this would be a powerful analysis and decision-support tool for high-
dimensional geospatial data sets.
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